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ABSTRACT: Absorption and magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectra
have been measured and theoretically simulated for a series of palladium
octaethylporphyrins substituted at the meso positions with phenyl groups (n
= 0−4). Analysis of the spectra included the perimeter model and time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations. With the
increasing number of phenyl substituents, the molecule is transformed from
a positive hard (ΔHOMO > ΔLUMO) to a soft (ΔHOMO ≈ ΔLUMO)
chromophore. This is manifested by a drastic decrease of the absorption
intensity in the 0−0 region of the Q-band and by the strongly altered ratio of
MCD intensities in the Q and Soret regions. Such behavior can be readily
predicted using perimeter model, by analyzing frontier orbital shifts caused
by various perturbations: alkyl and aryl substitution, insertion of a metal, and
deviations from planarity. TDDFT calculations confirm the trends predicted
by the perimeter model, but they fail in cases of less symmetrical derivatives to properly reproduce the MCD spectra in the Soret
region. Our results confirm the power of the perimeter model in predicting absorption and MCD spectra of large organic molecules,
porphyrins in particular. We also postulate, contrary to previous works, that the isolated porphyrin dianion is not a soft
chromophore, but rather a strongly positive-hard one.

■ INTRODUCTION

Tetrapyrroles (mostly heme and chlorophyll derivatives) are
ubiquitous in nature and function in a wide range of biological
processes, including respiration, electron transfer, oxidation
catalysis, and signaling in photosynthesis, among others.1 In
addition to their basic macrocycle properties, i.e., coordination
ability and the presence of specific functional groups, their
conformation may have a significant relevance for the
biological function.2 This is based on the hypothesis that
fine-tuning of the macrocycle conformation by the protein
scaffold is a way by which nature might control the
physicochemical properties of the tetrapyrrole−protein com-
plexes. It means that the structural organization of tetrapyrrole
complexes in vivo, in which chromophore molecules are in
nonplanar labile conformations, is a tool for subtle control of
enzymatic and photocatalytic properties of natural porphyr-
ins.2−7 The variations observed in spectral-luminescent
properties, as well as in redox characteristics of interacting
subunits, can be caused not only by purely electronic effects in
natural nanoassemblies but also by changes in the spatial
structure of the tetrapyrrole macrocycle itself.8

It has been demonstrated that several unique up-converting
solid-state functional nanomaterials based on palladium

2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP) and Pd-
meso-tetraphenyl-tetrabenzo[2,3]porphyrin with bulky side
substituents are attractive for many applications, such as
photocatalytic cells and photovoltaic devices.9−11 It cannot be
excluded that possible steric hindrance effects should also be
taken into account in order to optimize the functionality of
such nanodevices or to improve photostability. In this respect,
we recently succeeded in showing the manifestation of steric
interactions in PdOEP derivatives with a sequential increase of
the number of meso-phenyl substituents (n = 1−4) based on
spectral, kinetic, pump−probe, and phosphorescence measure-
ments in the temperature range of 80−293 K (solutions and
glassy rigid matrices), as well as on quantum-chemical
calculations.12 It was demonstrated that a sequential transition
from a planar PdOEP molecule to the set of sterically hindered
derivatives, that is, PdOEP → PdOEP1 → PdOEP2t →
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PdOEP2c → PdOEP3 → PdOEP4 (Figure 1), manifests itself
in a noticeable shortening of triplet-state lifetimes (from 210 to
0.04 μs in degassed solutions at 293 K) and in the pronounced
decrease of the efficiency of singlet oxygen generation (from
1.0 to 0.05 in non-deaerated toluene). On the basis of the
whole set of experimental data and the analysis of Arrhenius
plots of rate constants for the overall deactivation of triplet
state, a detailed picture of steric interactions between bulky
meso-phenyls and peripheral β-alkyl substituents of pyrrole ring
has been obtained. These interactions were proposed as the
main factor responsible for the essential shortening of the
triplet state lifetime.
In this work we measure, calculate, and analyze the spectral

parameters of the singlet excited states of these palladium
porphyrin derivatives with the help of magnetic circular
dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy. MCD measures the differ-
ence in absorption of left- and right-circular-polarized light of a
molecule under the influence of an external magnetic field
pointing in the direction of light propagation. The MCD
technique is complementary to UV−visible absorption spec-
troscopy. It can provide information on ground and excited
state degeneracies; the analysis of the MCD spectrum is also

crucial for understanding of the electronic structure of not only
high-symmetry macrocycles but also low-symmetry derivatives.
In many cases, MCD spectroscopy has provided key
information for a successful assignment of the absorption
bands of organic molecules, e.g., porphyrin or its constitutional
isomers and their derivatives, which could not be derived from
considerations based only on the electronic absorption
spectrum or the results of quantum-chemical calculations.13−19

It should also be noted that even though modern ab initio or
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calcu-
lations of MCD are now available,20−25 the analysis based on
semiempirical approaches such as Gouterman’s four-orbital
model26 and, in particular, Michl’s perimeter model27−30

should still be regarded as an essential starting point of any
assignment of the optical spectra of compounds that can be
derived from [n]annulenes containing (4N + 2) π-electrons.
The perimeter model provides a simple and easy-to-grasp
interpretation of the MCD and electronic absorption spectra
based on the comparison of ΔHOMO and ΔLUMO, that is,
the energy differences between the two highest occupied and
two lowest unoccupied frontier π-orbitals. Molecules in which
the ΔHOMO and ΔLUMO are significantly different are

Figure 1. Structures and acronyms for the investigated Pd-porphyrins. Palladium 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP); palladium 5-
phenyl-2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP1); palladium 5,15-diphenyl-2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP2t); palladium
5,10-diphenyl-2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP2c); palladium 5,10,15-triphenyl-2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP3);
palladium 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin (PdOEP4); palladium tetraphenylporphyrin (PdTPP), a reference
compound with planar π-conjugated macrocycle having four meso-phenyl rings and no β-ethyl substituents on pyrrole rings.
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Figure 2. Left: experimental; right: simulated (B3LYP/TZP) absorption and MCD spectra of PdOEP (top) and PdTPP (bottom). A 500 cm−1

halfwidth was assumed in calculations.
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classified as “hard chromophores”, in the sense that their MCD
and absorption characteristics are well-defined and difficult to
alter. In contrast, chromophores with ΔHOMO ≈ ΔLUMO
belong to the category of “soft chromophores”; their MCD
signs and intensities as well as absorption coefficients can be
readily modified, even by weak perturbations, e.g., methyl
substitution. Porphyrins belong to this category. The power of
the perimeter model for predicting their special properties has
been demonstrated in numerous papers.14−19,24,31−42

While extremely useful, the perimeter model is rather limited
to qualitative analysis. The development of reliable and fast
computational techniques has now made it possible to check
the perimeter model predictions quantitatively. This seems
particularly challenging for molecules where several different
types of perturbations are present. Such is the case of the
porphyrins investigated in this work. Their formal derivation
from an ideal perimeter involves bridging, metal insertion,
multiple alkyl and aryl substitutions, and, finally, distortion of
planarity. Our goal was to assess the role of each of these
perturbations and to check whether they can be considered
additive. For this purpose, we combine the analysis of
experimental studies of absorption and MCD spectra with
TDDFT calculations carried out for the full set of meso-phenyl
substituted derivatives of PdOEP.

■ EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Objects and Solvents. The formulas of the investigated
set of Pd-porphyrins are presented in Figure 1 together with
the corresponding acronyms. Octaethylporphyrin free bases

with various numbers of meso-phenyl rings (n = 1−4) have
been synthesized according to procedures described in refs 43
and 44. TPP was prepared using the method described in ref
45. Pd-complexes of the porphyrins under study have been
obtained from the free-base analogues by the method
described in ref 46, followed by purification and separation
by chromatography. Structure of the compounds under study
has been confirmed by mass-spectrometry (Shimadzu Axima
Confidence, MALDI-TOF) and NMR 1H (Bruker 500)
measurements. Solvents, tetrahydrofuran and 2-methyltetrahy-
drofuran (Aldrich, spectral-grade), were used without further
purification.

Absorption and MCD Measurements. Absorption
spectra were recorded using Shimadzu UV2700 spectropho-
tometer. MCD spectra were measured with an OLIS DSM17
spectropolarimeter equipped with a permanent magnet. The
difference between the spectra recorded with the opposite
directions of the magnetic field was used to minimize the
baseline artifacts. Optical cuvettes (Hellma QS-111, path
length = 1 cm) have been used. In most experiments, the
porphyrin concentration was lower than 10−6 M−1 in order to
exclude possible aggregation effects. All spectroscopic measure-
ments have been done at ambient temperature and completed
within a few hours after fresh sample preparation.

Quantum-Chemical Calculations. Optimizations of
ground-state geometry were carried out with Gaussian 09
(A.01)47 software package, using the B3LYP functional48−50

and def2-SVP basis set. Whenever it was possible, geometries
were optimized with symmetry restrictions. The Hessian

Table 1. Experimentally Determined Absorption and MCD Characteristics

aValues are divided by (103 cm−1).
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matrix was checked for the absence of negative frequencies to
ensure that the calculated structure corresponds to a real
minimum. We also performed semiempirical INDO/S
calculations of excited electronic states and Faraday B terms
for the zinc porphyrin analogues. We used a modified version
of DZDO program, kindly provided by Josef Michl and John
Downing. The structures were initially optimized using DFT.
Absorption and MCD spectra have been simulated using

TDDFT and magnetically perturbed TDDFT23 methodology,
as implemented in version 2017 of the Amsterdam Density
Functional (ADF) package.51 B3LYP (20% HF exchange52),
CAM-B3LYP,53 and BP86D54−56 functionals and TZP basis
set were used. In these calculations, ethyl substituents were
replaced by methyl groups. For each functional, the geometry
was separately optimized. Since palladium is a heavy atom, we
checked for possible relativistic effects by comparing the results
obtained with and without scalar relativistic ZORA (zero-order
regular approximation) option. No significant differences were
found. The values of Faraday A and B terms were calculated
using two approaches: (a) sum of states (SOS) and (b) direct
solution of the system of equations by the conjugate gradient
procedure. The former is somewhat less accurate, but much
faster. Moreover, slow convergence problems were encoun-
tered while using the direct approach. Therefore, the MCD
simulations presented in this work are based on the results
obtained by the SOS procedure, with 30 lowest excited states
allowed to mix.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It has been well established that alkyl and aryl substituents can
strongly affect absorption and, in particular, MCD spectra of
porphyrins.13,31−34 Moreover, substituents of the same type
(e.g., electron-donating) can act in different directions,
depending on whether they are located at the meso or β
positions. Another factor is the nature of the central atom.
Finally, one has to take into account steric hindrance
interactions of bulky peripheral substituents (β-ethyls and

meso-phenyls) which can lead to nonplanarity. All these factors
can contribute to the final form of electronic spectra.
The 4-fold symmetry of metalloporphyrins may not be exact

for substituted molecules. For instance, each of the alkyl
groups may be somewhat differently oriented with respect to
the plane of the macrocycle. When the deviation from the ideal
symmetry is small, the MCD spectra will exhibit an A term
type shape (pseudo A term). It is practically impossible to
distinguish between the case of real and pseudo A terms (two
very close-lying states with opposite B terms). We believe the
latter description is more realistic and use it below.

Absorption Spectra. Earlier we described in detail the
spectral and kinetic properties of singlet and triplet states of
meso-phenyl substituted (n = 1−4) octaalkyl derivatives,
including free bases of octaethyl- and octamethylporphyr-
ins,57,58 as well as metallocomplexes, PdOEPs.12 Here, we start
by comparing the absorption spectra of PdOEP and PdTPP,
two planar metalloporphyrins, differing by the number, type,
and position of substituents. The spectra are depicted in Figure
2 and summarized in Table 1. Upon passing from PdOEP to
PdTPP the short-wavelength B (Soret) and the long-
wavelength Q(0,0) bands (almost degenerate L1 and L2
transitions) in the absorption spectra are bathochromicaly
shifted by 1400 and 200 cm−1, respectively. The main
difference is observed for the Q(0,0) band intensities: The
absorption coefficient of PdOEP is about 40 times larger than
that in PdTPP. At the same time, the intensities of the Q(0,1)
vibronic components are comparable in the two molecules. As
a result, the intensity ratio of the long-wavelength electronic
Q(0,0) band to that of the vibronic one, Q(0,1), becomes
much smaller in PdTPP, reflecting the diminishing of the
oscillator strength of the (0−0) component of the S0 → S1
transition in this molecule.
We now turn to the main changes observed at ambient

temperature for the investigated series, characterized by the
increasing degree of steric interactions of bulky side
substituents (β-ethyl groups and meso-phenyl rings). The

Figure 3. Left: experimental; right: simulated (B3LYP/TZP) absorption and MCD spectra of PdOEP1.
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spectra are shown in Figures 3−6. It is evident that the
successive introduction of meso-phenyl substituents into
PdOEP leads to considerable transformations of the absorption
(as well as fluorescence and phosphorescence)12 spectra. The
increase of the number of meso-phenyl groups leads to
bathochromic shifts in both Soret and Q(0,0) absorption
bands. Similar behavior was also observed in fluorescence and
phosphorescence spectra, accompanied by strong decrease of
the lifetime of the excited T1 (more sensitive) and S1 states.
We also observe regular changes in the pattern of vibronic
activity in the absorption spectra along the series. Starting with
PdOEP, a compound without phenyl substituents, an intense
0−0 band of the Q transition is followed by weaker vibronic

components. This pattern gradually changes with the
increasing number of phenyl substituents, reaching the
minimum value for PdOEP4, which has four phenyl groups
at the meso positions: Its absorption is characterized by a weak
0−0 transition and strong vibronic satellites. This behavior is
well-represented by variable Q(0,0)/Q(0,1) intensity ratio,
both in absorption and fluorescence spectra along the series. It
should also be recalled that the Stokes shift between the
absorption and fluorescence bands noticeably increases with
the increase in the number of meso-phenyl rings.12

MCD Spectra. Two different MCD sign conventions have
been used in the literature. Therefore, in order to avoid the
confusion, it is better refer to the signs of the recorded

Figure 4. Left: experimental; right: simulated (B3LYP/TZP) absorption and MCD spectra of PdOEP2t (top) and PdOEP2c (bottom).
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MCDspectra, not to the signs of Faraday B terms. Figures 2-6
show that in all octaethyl metallocomplexes the same pattern
of the MCD signs is observed, −, +, −, +, in ascending energy.
The sequence of signs is also the same for PdTPP, which does
not contain ethyl groups (for the Q region of PdTPP, this can
be inferred from the Q(0,1) bands, as the Q(0,0) ones are too
weak to be reliably detected). As already mentioned, it is
interesting at the beginning to compare two molecules that
were selected as reference compounds with planar geometry of
the porphyrin macrocycle: PdTPP with four phenyls at the
meso positions and PdOEP without phenyls, but with eight
ethyl groups at the β positions (Figure 2). The L1 and L2 0−0
transitions (Q-band region) of PdTPP are extremely weak in

absorption, practically undetectable in MCD, and about 100
times less intense than the Soret bands. This behavior is known
as characteristic for porphyrins which exhibit almost equal
splitting of frontier LUMO and HOMO orbitals, ΔLUMO and
ΔHOMO (soft chromophores).28 In such molecules, the
MCD signals corresponding to transitions to two lowest
excited states are weak and dominated by vibronic bands. In
contrast, the 0−0 transitions in the region of Q bands of
PdOEP are very strong in MCD spectra and significantly
higher than the signals of the transitions in the Soret bands
region. In the absorption spectra, the 0−0 transitions to the
first two electronic states are also relatively strong and
dominant over vibronic transitions, but they are significantly

Figure 5. Left: experimental; right: simulated (B3LYP/TZP) absorption and MCD spectra of PdOEP3.

Figure 6. Left: experimental; right: simulated (B3LYP/TZP) absorption and MCD spectra of PdOEP4.
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weaker than the high-energy transitions in the Soret region.
With the increasing number of phenyl substituents, the
behavior of MCD spectra changes drastically, whereas the
changes in the absorption spectra are not so spectacular. In the
case of the compound with one phenyl group, PdOEP1, the
MCD signal intensity of the Q bands is still much higher than
those of the Soret bands (Figure 3). However, upon
introducing more phenyl substituents at the meso positions,
the relative ratio of MCD signals of Q versus Soret bands
becomes smaller and smaller (Figures 4 and 5), leading to
almost equal intensities for PdOEP4, the compound with four
phenyls (Figure 6).
Structural Considerations. Before discussing the results

of computational analysis, we take into account the following
experimental findings. According to the experimental data,5,59

mono- and symmetrically (5,15Ph) di-meso-phenyl substituted
β-alkylporphyrins (free bases) are planar, and correspondingly,
the absorption and fluorescence properties are close to those
characteristic of ordinary planar porphyrins.60 As was shown
previously5,8,59,61,62 for free base β-alkyl-porphyrins, an
increase in the number of bulky meso-phenyl substituents (n
> 2), which experience steric interactions with closely located

peripheral β-alkyl groups, leads to spatial distortions of the
tetrapyrrole macrocycle, considerably changing its geometric
structure not only in the T1 state but also in S0: Out-of-plane
distortions of the π-conjugated tetrapyrrole macrocycle have
been confirmed by NMR data. Computer modeling61,63 shows
that out-of-plane deformations of the porphyrin macrocycle for
molecules of OEP-Ph type manifest themselves in the rotation
of pyrrolic rings (flanking the phenyl ring) around the Cα−Cα

axis. As a result, the nitrogen atom and β-carbons of the
pyrrolic ring are on the opposite sides relative to the porphyrin
plane. Calculations also show that the nonplanarity of the π-
conjugated porphyrin macrocycle is more pronounced in T1
than that in S0. These findings may be related to the decrease
of the porphyrin skeleton rigidity in the excited T1 state,
possibly due to the π-bonds alternation increase. However, the
picture of out-of-plane deformations of the porphyrin macro-
cycle for meso-phenyl substituted PdOEP molecules may differ
from that of free bases because of the higher rigidity of π-
conjugated macrocycle for metallocomplexes.64 Finally,
because of out-of-plane deformations of the porphyrin
macrocycle, the manifestation of new electronic transitions
cannot be excluded.63,65,66

Figure 7. Linear displays (cylindrical projection onto a cylinder tangent to the least-squares mean plane of 24 atoms of the porphyrin core) of the
optimized ground-state structures, revealing deviations of the macrocycle from planarity in molecules containing two or more phenyl substituents
(hydrogen atoms and ethyl substituents are omitted).
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Calculations. The focus of our attention is the analysis of
the spectroscopic properties (absorption and MCD spectra) of
meso-phenyl substituted PdOEP molecules using the obtained
experimental data and the results of calculations. Figures S1−
S6 show the calculated frontier molecular orbitals, their
energies, as well as ΔHOMO and ΔLUMO values for
differently substituted porphyrins, based on DFT (B3LYP/
dev2-SVP) geometry optimizations. The optimized geometries
of the palladium porphyrins under study are depicted in Figure
7. According to the calculations, deviation from the macrocycle
planarity becomes noticeable starting from PdOEP2c and then
increases with the number of meso-phenyl rings. Upon
sequential increase of the number of meso-phenyl substituents,
frontier orbital energies of LUMOs remain degenerate or
almost-degenerate, i.e., ΔLUMO ≈ 0 in all cases. In contrast,
ΔHOMO values systematically decrease upon going from
planar PdOEP to highly distorted PdOEP4 (ΔHOMO ≈ 0 in
the last case). According to the calculations and experi-
ment,67,68 the tetrapyrrolic moiety of PdTPP is planar or nearly
planar. ΔHOMO is slightly larger than ΔLUMO, but both
splittings are very small, which is also characteristic for the free
base analogue.
Figures 2−6 contain the comparison of the experimental

absorption and MCD spectra with the simulated (B3LYP/
TZP) ones. The agreement between calculated and measured
absorption patterns is excellent. Even though the calculations
overestimate the L and B transition energies (by less than 2000
cm−1), the energy gap between Q and Soret bands is perfectly
reproduced, within 100−300 cm−1. The same applies to the
predicted transition energy shifts that accompany substitution.
The changes in the Q/Soret intensity ratios (oscillator
strengths of Q(0,0) transitions becoming smaller with the
increasing number of phenyl substituents) are also correctly
simulated.
Regarding MCD, the situation is more complicated. The

calculations properly simulate the MCD sign sequence and
correctly reproduce the trend of decreasing the MCD intensity
of Q transitions with subsequent addition of phenyl
substituents. The relative MCD intensities in the Q and

Soret regions agree well with experiments for PdOEP and
PdTPP, the molecules are of approximately D4h symmetry. In
contrast, for less symmetric and nonplanar porphyrins, the
simulated MCD patterns are very different from the observed
ones. The obvious reason is the presence of many allowed
transitions in the Soret range. It is experimentally confirmed by
the shape of MCD curves, revealing several bands (2−3) other
than those corresponding to B transitions. The errors in the
calculated positions of these states will propagate onto the
simulated shape of MCD spectra. This phenomenon has been
previously discussed in the context of comparison of
experimental and theoretical MCD spectra of magnesium,
calcium, zinc, and nickel porphyrins.69,70 It can be illustrated
by analysis of the theoretical predictions for a specific
porphyrin using various functionals. As an example, we
compare the spectra simulated for PdOEP with B3LYP,
CAM-B3LYP, and BP86D (Figure S7). The first two
functionals yield practically the same absorption and MCD
spectra, whereas for the third one, a different pattern of
transitions in the Soret region is obtained. As a consequence,
the simulated MCD spectrum looks completely different in this
range, whereas for the Q region, all functionals lead to very
similar and correct MCD patterns.
It should be recalled that these additional “intruder states”

are not taken into account in Gouterman’s and Michl’s four-
orbital models, since they involve other orbitals.

Discussion. The experimental findings can be analyzed
using the Gouterman’s four-orbital26 or Michl’s perimeter
model.30 The starting points for the analysis are somewhat
different in the two approaches: porphyrin dianion in the
former and a C20H20

2+ (4N + 2 =) 18-π-electron perimeter in
the latter. Except for special cases,71 the two models lead to
similar conclusions regarding the absorption and MCD
intensities. The molecules under investigation can be derived
from the perimeter by a combination of structural
perturbations (Figure 8). Introduction of four N− bridges
combined with the distortion of the C20H20

2+ perimeter
produces the porphyrin dianion, which upon adding the
central metal cation is converted into a metalloporphyrin.

Figure 8. Bottom: formal derivation of PdOEP from an 18-π-electron perimeter, the [20]annulene dication (C20H20
2+) by bridging with N− (a),

metal insertion (b), and ethyl substitution (c). Top left: perimeter orbitals in the real form, with indicated positions of nodal planes and bridging.
Top right: DFT-calculated frontier orbitals of PdOEP.
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Further perturbations are due to substitution of aryl and alkyl
groups at the meso and β positions, respectively. Finally,
distortion of the planar structure caused by steric crowding
should also be taken into account. Each of these factors can
lead to shifts in orbital energies. The relative shifts can be easily
predicted qualitatively by inspection of the nodal properties of
the orbitals of the parent, unperturbed perimeter or by looking
at the shapes of the frontier orbitals of porphyrin dianion. In
order to obtain a quantitative picture of orbital splittings,
quantum-chemical calculations are required. In this work, we
used both qualitative and quantitative procedures, with the
goal of separating and comparing the contributions to orbital
shifts stemming from each of the above-mentioned effects.
We now recall the basics of the perimeter model. In general,

a perturbation may lead to the splitting of the energies of
HOMO and LUMO pairs, initially degenerate in the
unperturbed perimeter, by an amount described by complex
parameters a and b:

| | = Δ
| | = Δ
a
b

2 HOMO
2 LUMO (1)

The degree of mixing of the L and B states (alternatively: Q
and Soret transitions) can be described by two parameters, α
and β. They determine the orientation of the nodes of the
perturbed MOs with respect to the molecular framework,
which can be written as

α = | | + | | [Ε Β − Ε ]a btan(2 ) 2( )/ ( ) (L) (2)

β = | | − | | [Ε Β − Ε ]a btan(2 ) 2( )/ ( ) (L) (3)

where E(B) − E(L) is the energy difference between the L and
B states in the parent perimeter.
It can be shown that the values of transition dipole

moments, as well as the values of MCD B terms can be
expressed in terms of the strength of the structural
perturbation (α and β parameters) and the electric (m) and
magnetic (μ+ and μ−) dipole contributions. The quantity m,
electric transition dipole contribution, is a simple function of N
and of the perimeter size, n. Similarly, magnetic moments μ+

and μ− also depend on N and n. The former is proportional to
the sum of the magnetic moments of the parent perimeter
orbitals involved, μ+ = μN+1 + μN ,and is therefore much larger
than the latter, which is proportional to their difference, μ− =
μN+1 − μN. The μ− contribution is small and structure-
insensitive, whereas the magnitude and sign of μ+ contribution
depends on ΔHOMO − ΔLUMO. The ΔHOMO − ΔLUMO
difference determines the sign of the B terms (and thus, of the

MCD spectrum) of the L and B states of aromatic molecules.
The negative difference is characterized by the MCD sign
sequence +, −, −, + or +, −, +, −, in ascending energy for L1,
L2, B1, and B2 transitions, respectively, depending on how
strong the perturbation is. The compounds exhibiting such
sequence of the MCD signs are classified as negative-hard
chromophores. If the difference ΔHOMO − ΔLUMO is
positive, the the MCD sign sequence is −, +, −, +, with no
dependence on the strength of perturbation. The molecules
characterized by this pattern are classified as positive-hard
chromophores. The compounds with β close to zero
(ΔHOMO ≈ ΔLUMO) belong to soft chromophores, which
as confirmed experimentally, are most sensitive to perturba-
tions. For such molecules, one should expect almost vanishing
values of B terms, and thus very weak MCD intensity in the
region of Q bands.

Analysis of Orbital Shifts Caused by Different
Perturbations. In order to understand structure−spectra
correlation for the compounds investigated in this work, we
compare the effects of phenyl and ethyl substituents, as well as
the influence of the central metal ion on the energy levels of
four frontier molecular orbitals. The effect of nonplanarity,
appearing due to interaction of bulky ethyl groups with
phenyls, is another important factor to be discussed.
Figure 9 shows the DFT-calculated response of the frontier

orbitals of the C20H20
2+ perimeter to different perturbations:

bridging, substitutions of phenyl and ethyl groups, and
introduction of the central metal ion in order to produce
compounds of interest. The amount by which an orbital of the
parent perimeter will be stabilized or destabilized depends on
the values of LCAO coefficients at the position of substitution
and the symmetry of the orbital, especially the positions of
nodal planes. An alternative approach in the spirit of
Gouterman’s model is to start with the orbitals of the dianion.
The first considered perturbation is bridging by N− groups

combined with in-plane deformation of the perimeter, which
leads to porphyrin dianion (formally, it can be described as
bridging by CH−, followed by aza replacement). Since the
high, 4-fold symmetry is preserved, the two LUMO orbitals
remain degenerate. This conclusion may also be reached by
looking at the shape of the two LUMOs: each of them should
be affected to the same degree. With respect to HOMO
orbitals, only one of them (a2u assuming D4h symmetry) should
be affected, but rather slightly, because of very small LCAO
coefficients on the atoms connected by bridging. As expected,
the DFT calculations yield ΔLUMO = 0, but the splitting of
the HOMO pair is not that small: ΔHOMO = 0.605 eV. In the

Figure 9. DFT-calculated (B3LYP/def2-SVP) orbital responses to various types of perimeter perturbations.
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literature, the two HOMOs of the anion are referred to as
accidentally nearly degenerate.28,30,31,33,35 This is based on very
weak intensity of the absorption intensity of the Q(0−0)
transition.33,72 We note, however, that the absorption spectra
have been obtained for solutions containing very high
concentration of sodium hydroxide. Under such conditions,
it is appropriate to assume that the sodium atoms can be
present in the vicinity of the dianion. We have optimized a
structure consisting of a porphyrin dianion with two sodium
atoms, one above and the other below the molecular plane
(Figure S2). The calculated value of ΔHOMO was 0.170 eV,
very close to that obtained for free base porphyrin (0.160 eV,
Figure S3). We believe this result explains the apparent
discrepancy between the experiment and the strong positive-
hard character predicted for an isolated porphyrin dianion.
The perturbation effect due to the central metal ion can also

be predicted by inspection of the frontier orbitals. It is best
visualized when looking at the shape of the orbitals of the
dianion (Figure 9). Insertion of a metal cation in the central
position will strongly stabilize the a2u HOMO orbital, because
it has large LCAO coefficients on the nitrogen atoms. The a1u
orbital should not be affected, as the nitrogens are located on
the nodal plane. Due to symmetry, both LUMOs should be
stabilized to the same degree. One thus expects ΔHOMO ≠ 0
and ΔLUMO = 0. This is confirmed by calculations (Figure
S4). The calculated ΔHOMO splitting is now much smaller
than in the dianion, where the a2u orbital was higher in energy
than a1u by 0.605 eV. Stabilization of this orbital by the metal
cation decreases ΔHOMO to 0.014 eV. With that small
HOMO splitting (and ΔLUMO = 0 by symmetry),
unsubstituted palladium porphyrin is predicted to behave like
a “double-soft “ chromophore.27

It has been previously shown that the degree of the orbital
energy stabilization is related to the rising electronegativity of
the central ion.73 The increase of the electronegativity of the
central ion should lead to two consequences clearly observed
in absorption spectra: (i) increase of the absorption intensity
ratio A[Q(0,0)]/A[Q(0,1)] for pure electronic Q(0,0) and
vibronic Q(0,1) bands and (ii) hypsochromic shift of visible
electronic transitions. The intensity ratio of pure electronic and
vibronic bands is 4 (obtained in this work) and 1.833 for
PdOEP and ZnOEP, respectively. The visible absorption bands
maxima are 545 nm for PdOEP and 568 nm for ZnOEP, which
confirms the more significant stabilization of the a2u orbital in
the case of PdOEP compared to the Zn analogue. The
calculated a2u orbital energies are −5.29 eV for the former and
−5.16 eV for the latter. For the parent unsubstituted palladium
and zinc porphyrins, we obtain −5.56 and −5.41 eV,
respectively.
The alkyl groups donate electron density to the porphyrin

ring and can be classified as weak −E substituents. Their
symmetric positioning on the porphyrin ring leaves the relative
positions of two LUMO orbitals unchanged and, according to
the LCAO coefficients, it will preferentially destabilize the a1u
orbital. Again, it is nicely visualized if the orbitals of the
dianion are taken as a reference (Figure 9). Therefore,
ΔHOMO > ΔLUMO is predicted for this type of
perturbations, suggesting the positive-hard character of
PdOEP. This result is in a good agreement with quantum-
chemical calculations (Figure S5), which yield ΔHOMO =
0.188 eV > ΔLUMO = 0 eV.
One should note that adding the alkyl groups one by one

may result in a nonmonotonous variation of ΔHOMO −

ΔLUMO. In porphyrins of lower symmetry, the two LUMO
orbitals will be destabilized to a different degree. The LUMO
splitting, however, should be smaller than ΔHOMO, because
the energy separation between the alkyl substituent orbital and
those of HOMOs and LUMOs is larger for the latter. This is
illustrated in Figure S6a.
The perturbation effect of the phenyl groups is also electron-

donating,33,46 but now it is the a2u orbital which is
preferentially destabilized. The LUMO orbitals shift by the
same amount in the tetraphenyl derivative, but not when the
number of phenyl substituents is lower. However, as was the
case for alkyl substituents, the LUMO splittings are very small
and can be neglected (the calculated splittings are of the order
of 0.01 eV).
We note a completely different pattern of orbital energy

shifts calculated for the situation when the phenyl groups are
added to the porphyrin dianion (Figure S1). The phenyls act
as electron acceptors, and the energies of all orbitals are
stabilized upon adding consecutive substituents. However, the
same positive-hard pattern is predicted as for uncharged
species.
Since the alkyl substituents in the β position act in the same

direction, but on a different HOMO orbital, the contributions
to HOMO splitting from alkyl and aryl groups partially cancel
each other. The effect will grow with the increasing number of
phenyl substituents. One thus expects the decrease of positive-
hard character in the PdOEP−PdOEP4 series. This is indeed
observed (Figures 3−6) and confirmed by calculations (Figure
S5). The ΔHOMO values decrease in the approximately linear
fashion, from 0.188 eV in PdOEP to a very small value of 0.007
eV in PdOEP4. One should note that in the latter the obtained
value implicitly includes the effects due to nonplanarity. It is
therefore important to compare the values of orbital energy
changes calculated for successive additions of phenyl groups to
PdOEP. Calculations reveal gradual destabilization of the a2u
orbital, which becomes larger upon introducing the third and
fourth phenyl groups. For comparison, we also calculated
changes upon gradually introducing phenyl groups into
unsubstituted palladium porphyrin (Figure S4); in this case,
the changes in the a2u orbital energy become smaller when the
third and fourth phenyl groups are being added. This
chromophore remains planar in all derivatives. The larger
destabilization in the case of PdOEPs can be explained by their
nonplanarity. It is interesting to note that adding phenyls to
PdPr should lead to an opposite effect than in PdOEP: change
from a soft to positive-hard chromophore. This is because in
unsubstituted PdPr the two HOMO orbitals are nearly
degenerate (ΔHOMO = 0.014), whereas they are spaced by
0.188 eV in PdOEP, in which the a2u orbital lies lower than a1u.
Since the a2u orbital is destabilized more strongly upon meso-
phenyl substitution, ΔHOMO will decrease with the increasing
number of phenyl groups in PdOEPs. In contrast, ΔHOMO
will increase in phenyl-substituted PdPrs.
The above analysis leaves no doubt about the positive-hard

character of PdOEP (β > 0, eq 3). It also clearly indicates the
direction of orbital shifts due to substitution by additional
phenyl groups. This allows us to predict the sign and intensity
of MCD as well as absorption bands ratios for compounds with
different number of phenyl groups.
For a positive difference of ΔHOMO − ΔLUMO the

expected sign sequence in the MCD spectrum is −, +, −, +.
This is indeed observed for all compounds. With the increasing
number of phenyl substituents the difference of ΔHOMO −
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ΔLUMO decreases, reaching an almost zero value for PdOEP4
(β ∼ 0, eq 3). The behavior of PdOEP4 should therefore
exhibit an almost soft chromophore character. As expected, the
MCD intensity corresponding to Q bands decreases along the
series, while the intensity of in the Soret bands region remains
similar. The perimeter model also allows predictions of the
intensities of the individual bands in the absorption spectra.
The absorption bands ratio is described in terms of orbital
splitting by the following equation:16

= [Δ − Δ ]
[Ε Β − Ε ]

D
D

(L)
(B)

1
4

HOMO LUMO
( ) (L)

2 2

2 (4)

where D is the transition dipole strength. Indeed, the

absorption band ratio = [ + ]
[ + ]

D
D

D D
D D

(L)
(B)

(L ) (L )
(B ) (B )

1 2

1 2
(the sum of

absorption bands is used because they are strongly over-
lapping) decreases from 0.3 to 0.05 on going from PdOEP to
PdOEP4 and reflects the decrease of HOMO orbitals splitting
with the increasing number of phenyl substituents. TDDFT
(B3LYP/TZP) calculations confirm this trend, predicting the
decrease of the L/B absorption intensity ratio with the
increasing number of phenyl substituents from 0.042 (PdOEP)
to 0.0017 (PdOEP4).
In order to verify the accuracy of description of the

electronic structure by the perimeter model, we calculated,
using INDO/S for the zinc porphyrin analogues, the values of
the sum of squares of the four CI coefficients that describe the
four configurations of the perimeter model. The CI basis
included 196 singly excited configurations. The good
description by the four-orbital model corresponds to the
value approaching unity for a given electronic state. The results
are presented in Table S1. On the basis of these results, we
conclude that the Q transitions of all investigated compounds
can be described by a perimeter model with excellent accuracy.
Regarding the Soret region, the model still holds for molecules
of approximately 4-fold symmetry, but it becomes questionable
for less symmetrical chromophores, for which several allowed
transitions are predicted to lie in this range.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The excited L and B states were assigned and described for the
set of PdOEP derivatives with an increasing number of phenyl
substituents at the meso position. The analysis of the MCD
spectra confirms the ability of Gouterman’s four-orbital and
Michl’s perimeter models to be used for studying the electronic
structure of the investigated compounds, even in the case of
significant nonplanarity. The character of the investigated
compounds changes monotonically with the increasing number
of aryl substituents, from positive-hard to soft chromophores.
We have found that structural perturbations due to meso-
phenyl substitution of the perimeter as well as the central metal
ion play a role in determining the spectral behavior of the
investigated compounds. The influence of nonplanarity on the
absorption and MCD spectra was found to be minor and offset
by orbital shifts caused by phenyl substitution. In the spirit of
Gouterman’s and Michl’s model, substituent effects are
additive.
Once more, the perimeter model proved to be an excellent

and reliable tool for understanding the trends observed for a
chromophore that is perturbed in several ways. Regarding the
quantitative agreement of theoretical predictions with experi-
ment, our results show that the TDDFT calculations work well

in the case of two nearby states, well-isolated in energy from
other transitions. This is the situation for the Q region in
porphyrins. When several close-lying electronic states are
present, there is no reason to expect a good agreement until
the relative transition energies are well reproduced. We hope
that this somewhat pessimistic statement (agreeing with
conclusions of a recent study of phthalocyanines)25 can
stimulate further theoretical efforts toward reproducing excited
state energies as accurately as possible.
A result which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been

discussed before is the large splitting of the HOMO orbitals in
porphyrin dianion. The near degeneracy, postulated in
literature, seems to be the result of the presence of counterions
in solution. Under these conditions, the two HOMO orbitals
do indeed come closer and the system behaves like a soft
chromophore. Since the absorption and MCD spectra of soft
chromophores are very sensitive even to minor perturbations,
it would be very interesting to investigate possible spectral
variations as a function of modifications such as (i) type,
charge, and size of the counterion or (ii) switching from
contact to solvent-separated ion pairs. Such experiments are
planned in our laboratory.
Finally, we stress the relevance of perimeter model studies

for guiding the rational design of novel dyes. In our opinion,
the potential of this simple procedure for evaluating such
crucial parameters as the intensity of electronic transitions has
not been sufficiently exploited. Further efforts are required to
make the perimeter model attractive to broader research
communities.
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